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BYALEXABINKOWITZ
Co-News Editor
On Sept. 9, The College of Nursing held its 5th annual Blessing of 
the Hands ceremony in the Chapel of the Holy Spirit.
The ceremony, specifically for junior and senior nursing students, 
highlights the importance of a nurse’s hands and also signifies the 
begiiming of the clinical process for the junior class.
“The Blessing of the Hands is the modem symbol of the mean- 
ingfiilness of being able to touch people, but not just physically, also 
emotionally, spiritually and mentally,” said Dr. Mary Alice Donius, 
the dean of the College of Nursing.
The ceremony was officiated by Father Bruce, President John 
Petillo, and faculty members from the College of Nursing.
Juniors were asked to step forward and have their hands anointed 
with holy oil and then a white lab coat was placed on their shoulders, 
with assistance from senior nursing students.
The holy oil symbolizes the spiritual and ministerial work that em­
braces the nursing profession, and allows students to think about the 
importance of their hands and the work they will do in the future.
“The ceremony highlights the significance that goes beyond the 
tasks that nurses do. It really depicts the commitment we make to the 
privilege of caring for patients, and the hands are just one symbol of 
that commitmfent,” said Donius.
The ceremony itself is a celebration of the work that nurses do 
every day, as well as a way to prepare the juniors for the final stages 
of their education.
It is also a way to incorporate Sacred Heart’s dedication to spiritu­
al development and commitment to excellent care through the nursing 
curriculum.
“I’ve always thought that Sacred Heart is a beautiful metaphor 
for what it means to be a nurse,” said Donius. “That ‘sacred heart’ 
of nursing is nurtured and recognized here in a Catholic college that 
allows for this blessing of the hands, which symbolizes all the Work 
that we do.”
Nursing students were also appreciative of the ceremony’s purpose
and influential integration into their nursing education.
“This ceremony is a crucial part of my nursing education because 
I think it’s a small way to show students, including myself, that each 
patient we take care of is a life, and their life is in our hands,” said 
junior nursing student Cara Desrosiers. “Every decision we make 
as nurses should be for the absolute best care of our patients, and to 
ensure their life is safe in our hands.”
The clinical process, which allows students to get hands-on ex­
perience working with patients and in specific care areas, begins in 
the student’s sophomore year, then more intensely as a junior, and 
continues into senior year.
“Nursing is one of those things you can do a hundred different 
things with, and you need to try a lot of different areas to really im- 
derstand which career path is best for you,” said Desrosiers.
■The ceremony also established a relationship between nursing and 
prayer, which encompasses Sacred Heart’s vision for the education of 
its nursing students.
Juniors were given a prayer card, titled, “Prayer for Exams,” which 
was written by professor Kerry Milner and professor David Cameron.
The prayer card works to connect nursing students with the spiritu­
ality and faith that could help them provide the best care for patients 
in the future.
“In this highly technological world, hands make all the difference, 
because they can do what technology can’t, and that’s touch people 
emotionally and mentally,” said professor Milner, who was also an 
organizer of the Blessing of the Hands ceremony.
At the conclusion of the ceremony, junior students were told to 
write themselves a letter that would be given back to them on their 
graduation day, to signify the hard work and dedication that is re­
quired in order to complete a nursing education.
“The students are really transformed by it, and the families are 
moved by it,” said Donius. “While nurses do a lot of physical tasks, 
those tasks are intended for healing, and we do them with more than 
just our hands.”
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Hilary Clinton Faints at 911 Ceremony
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) — Demcxiratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton said 
Monday that she’s feeling better since falling ill at a 9/11 memorial ceremony, but she 
never lost consciousness and didn’t think her pneumonia diagnosis was significant enough 
to disclose beforehand.
“I just didn’t think it was going to be that big a deal,” she said of the pneumonia diag­
nosis she received Friday. She told CNN’s “Anderson Cooper 360” that despite doctor’s 
orders to rest for five days, she thought she could “just keep going forward and power 
through it and that didn’t work out so well.”
Clinton abruptly left the ceremony and appeared to stumble while she was waiting for 
her motorcade. Asked whether she fainted, Clinton replied: “No, I didn’t. I felt dizzy and 
I did lose my balance for a minute. But 1 got in, once I could sit down, once I could cool 
off, once I got some water, I iimnediately started feeling better.”
Later Tuesday, Clinton told supporters via text message and Facebook, “I’m feeling fine 
and getting better,” adding, “Like anyone who’s ever been home sick from work. I’m just 
anxious to get back out there.”
Clinton’s evening interview, in which she promised to release more information at 
some point, came as her campaign scrambled to head off lasting damage from a difficult 
weekend. Aides are promising to release more of her medical records following her bout 
of pneumonia and conceding they were too slow in providing information about her con­
dition.
An outbreak of respiratory illness swept through Hillary Clinton’s campaign in the 
weeks before she was diagnosed with pneumonia, campaign aides said Monday.
The Democratic presidential candidate abruptly left Sunday’s event after feeling “over­
heated.” A video later posted on Twitter showed her staggering and eventually slumping 
forward before being held up by three people as she was helped into a van.
On Sunday, her campaign answered questions about Clinton’s health and whereabouts 
with two short statements, both issued hours after she left the memorial in lower Manhat­
tan. More than 20 hours later, her campaign gave a fuller accounting of the episode, which 
sparked a wave of bipartisan concern about her health and questions about her political 
transparency.
Clinton’s husband, former president Bill Clinton, said in an interview Monday with 
PBS’ Charlie Rose that Hillary Clinton was “doing fine” after a good night’s sleep. He 
added that if there are more health problems that caused her apparent weakness, “then it’s 
a mystery to me and all of her doctors.”
He said that “on more than one occasion” over the years “the same sort of thing’s hap­
pened to her when she got severely dehydrated.”
Clinton said in the live telephope interview with CNN that she started to feel hot at the 
event, which took place on a muggy day in New York. There was little shade where Clin­
ton was standing alongside other dignitaries.
As family members of 9/11 victims read the names of the nearly 3,000 people killed in 
the attacks, she decided to leave and get a drink of water. She was wearing a wool suit and 
had been diagnosed with pneumonia on Friday, a fact her campaign had not made public.
In fact, campaign aides said Monday, a number of staff members at her campaign head­
quarters had been ill in recent weeks, including campaign manager Robby Mook.
At the apartment, she played with her grandchildren, even chasing them around the 
room, Fallon said. Clinton exited the building on her own, wearing sunglasses and carry­
ing a handbag.
She waved to reporters and said: “I’m feeling great. It’s a beautiful day in New York.” 
She was then driven to her home in suburban Chappaqua, New York.
The public was left in the dark about Clinton’s whereabouts for about 90 minutes, 
sparking widespread speculation about her condition. That was a mistake, Fallon said.
“It’s just the kind of thing that if it happens to you and you’re a busy, active person, you 
keep moving forward,” Clinton said on CNN.
Clinton’s doctor, Lisa R. Barback, later came to her home and conducted an examina­
tion. In a statement released by the campaign eight hours after the incident, Bardack said 
the 68-year-old Clinton “became overheated and dehydrated” at the 9/11 ceremony. By the 
end of the day, she was “rehydrated and recovering nicely,” the doctor said.
Campaign aides said it was Clinton’s decision to attend weekend fundraisers and the 
Sunday ceremony, despite Friday’s diagnosis. Late Sunday evening, she canceled a Cali­
fornia campaign swing scheduled for early this week. Her husband will headline some of 
her events, an aide announced late Monday.
Jorge Bergoglio Hall Gets Positive Reception
MELISSA O'ROURKE/SPECTRUM
BERGOGLIO HALL, SACRED HEART’S NEWEST DORM HOUSING OVER TWO HUNDRED SOPHOMORES
BY ANTHONY SANTINO
Co-News Editor
On Apr. 14, Sacred Heart University President John J. 
Petillo announced that Sacred Heart’s new residence hall 
would be named Jorge Bergoglio Hall, after the birth name 
of Pope Francis.
This falls in place with the university tradition of 
naming buildings after model people in the Catholic com­
munity.
At the time of that announcement, the residence hall was 
still under construction.
Now, less than five months after Dr. Petillo’s announce­
ment, the new hall is finished and open to students and 
residents.
To celebrate the hall’s opening. Sacred Heart held a 
dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony at Jorge Bergoglio 
Hall on Aug. 30.
Among the numerous special guests in attendance for 
the ceremony was Rabbi Abraham Skorka, a close friend 
of Pope Francis.
In speaking to those gathered at the ceremony. Rabbi 
Skorka exhibited admiration for the Pope, who he has 
known personally since childhood.
“He uses a simple language, and has a passionate com­
mitment to the poor and the weak people, and a demanding 
for social justice and mercy,” said Skorka.
However, Jorge Bergoglio Hall isn’t the first Sacred 
Heart building to be named after a Pope.
Angelo Roncalli Hall was the first building on campus 
to be to be named after one.
“His [Jorge Bergoglio’s] views align perfectly with our 
mission to instill our students and other members of the 
Sacred Heart community with a deep sense of the Catholic 
intellectual tradition and its emphasis on social justice,” 
said a statement written in a press release on the Sacred 
Heart website.
Bergoglio Hall, a three-story, 80,000-square-foot build­
ing that accommodates predominantly sophomores and 
some freshmen, has 216 beds for students and RSA’s.
Some of its notable amenities are shared bathrooms for 
every two double occupancy bedrooms, twin beds with 
built in dressers, and a sizeable 'video game classroom to 
be used for both instructional and recreational use.
The modernity and pristineness of the Bergoglio rooms
is already, and unsurprisingly, a popular topic of discussion 
on campus.
“Everyone says Bergoglio basically looks like a hotel 
inside,” said junior Madison Loria. “I heard they’re even 
putting in a CrossFit gym, which will be so cool and nice 
to have more than one gym on campus.”
Residents of the building are also enjoying the new ame­
nities, as well as the modem bedrooms and ample size.
“I feel extremely lucky, considering I’m a freshman,” • 
said freshman Christopher Sause. “It’s basically like living 
in a hotel with the huge rooms and it’s just great,” said 
Sause.
Sophomore Bryan Einstoss, a transfer student fi'om the 
University of Hartford, is also pleased with the accom­
modations he has as a resident of Bergoglio, one of them 
being an upgraded bathroom arrangement.
“I lived in the nicest dorm building in Hartford, and the 
biggest difference is that [at Hartford] I shared a bathroom 
with the whole floor,” said Einstoss. “The bathrooms [in
Bergoglio] are huge too.”
Some students can agree that the new building’s space is 
impressive. :
“The feature of the hall that impresses me the most is 
definitely all the space that they have made to facilitate 
building a community,” said senior resident suceess assis­
tant Lauren Silver.
The addition of Jorge Bergoglio Hall is a big step in the 
expansive direetion the university is heading in.
With a new nursing faeility in constmction, the acqui­
sition of the Jewish Senior Services land next to campus, 
and plans for a new athletic facility. Sacred Heart is putting 
into motion the idea of continuing to build its already 
strong community presence. §
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GIOVANNA...
It’s one o’clock in the morning and I 
am pushing through the doors of Linda' 
McMahon’s to christen the beginning of 
my junior year.
With chicken tenders and fries in mind, 
my junk food heart craves a soda to top off 
this Instagram worthy meal. I toss my SHU 
card with a freshly loaded meal plan to the 
scatmer and ask, “Could you add a coke to 
this order too?” My trusty Linda’s cashier 
reaches to grab a medium size paper cup 
that very clearly had the blinding word, 
“Pepsi” printed down its side.
Did she not hear me say coke? What 
is this blue fatal color that is now in my 
hand?
After a horrible realization, I turned 
around to forcefully accept my fate. There 
it was, a sea of Pepsi products lit in a 
display case that once held my beloved 
coke.
After a brief staring competition, I 
turned back around to pick up my food 
and wondered what I did to have this evil 
wished upon myself and the entire Sacred 
Heart Universi^ student body. ^
Now if I must confess, I am not a regular 
soda drinker. However, this change also 
took all coke related products with it.
My ice tea obsessed soul is still having 
trouble coping without Honest Tea. Aside 
from that misfortime, how am I supposed 
to survive without Smart Water?
Some may argue that it is simply an 
overpriced, glorified water bottle. I beg to 
differ. Smart Water tastes different, has a 
sturdier structure and it is worth the extra 
buck. Why pay more money for water? 
Easy. I have a meal plan.
Additionally, Propel (Pepsi’s counterpart
Perspectives
Coke Versus Pepsi
to Smart Water) is just a waste of space. Its 
bottle is attempting to mimic what Smart 
Water once was, but its product is nothing 
in comparison.
Now I am not saying that this change 
is something that I refuse to accept. But 
when you go out to dirmer and ask for a 
coke only to hear, “Is Pepsi okay?” That is 
where I draw the line.
Sacred Heart, I am sorry that you have 
chosen to adopt this Pepsi way onto our 
campus. My saddened heart will have to 
cling to Naked Juice and Gatorade as a way 
to cope with this tragedy.
Coke is an impressive 130 years old. 
Since then, it has been a trademark for our 
American culture. A way of life. I suppose 
there are some Pespi perks with this 
timeless Coke competitor. Yet, I still have 
some accepting to do.
Coca-Cola, I applaud your consistency 
in supreme marketing. How can someone 
argue with a polar bear in a red scarf? It’s 
just so cute.
Coke has created a brand that is recog­
nizable, memorable ^d gai image of. 
country. Pepsi does have some patriotic 
symbolism tied to its original red, white, 
and blue logo, but Coke doesn’t have to 
force its American pride onto its consum­
ers.
As a proud Coke supporter, I stand by 
my soda provider. During these tough 
changing times, I sympathize with the 
Sacred Heart community mourning the loss 
of not only a soda company but a part of 
our American culture.
ANTHONY...
I walk into 63’s after a long practice. I 
need something to quench my thirst so I 
walk to grab an ice cold soda. Old, run- 
dovra Coca-Cola machine?
No, this new piece of technological 
inginuity that spews this liquid-gold that 
is Pepsi.
Coke vs. Pepsi has been a popular 
rivalry for over a century. Pepsi was first 
introduced in 1893. Although it came 
into the soda business seven years after 
Coca-Cola, the Pepsi Company was able 
to become a major conglomerate.
Besides the variety of flavors Pepsi has, 
they also offer Mountain dew, Gatorade, 
Aquafina, Pure Leaf, Tropicana, Lipton 
and those are just the beverages.
The Pepsi Company also owns 
Frito-Lay, the chip company. Frito-Lay 
manufactures Doritos, Tostitos, Cheetos, 
Lay’s, Ruffles, Rold Gold and Sun Chips.
The Coca-Cola Company has a variety 
of drinks to offer, but most are lack luster. 
Without any food or snacks to offer, one 
could say that the Pepsi Company would
tl^ ^ijarter company to pxclusivel: 
offerataplacelike a college campus.
Who wouldn’t love buying sour cream and 
onion Lay’s from Outtakes?
Also Pepsi seems to be enhancing their 
technology game, giving the school a new 
soda machine, something we definitely 
lacked with Coco-Cola.
Personally, I think the logo for Pepsi is 
much more appealing too.
The company took on the red, white, 
and blue globe during World War II to 
show support for our military. That’s 
perhaps the biggest reason why I have a 
respect and liking for Pepsi.
It wasn’t a marketing scheme to get
more sales, it was just pure patriotism.
You just don’t see that with Coke. In 
fact, Coca-Cola seems to be more worried 
about a bunch of polar bears that have 
nothing to do with America. Would you 
want to invest in a company that cares 
more about the arctic and less about 
America?
One category that Coke does have Pepsi 
beat in is its nutritional facts. Pepsi 
contains 41 grams of sugar where Coke 
has 39. Pepsi also contains 10 more calo­
ries and four more milligrams of caffeine.
These differences in nutrition are so 
miniscule that it really shouldn’t make a 
difference. Plus, lets be honest with each 
other, if you are drinking Coca-Cola or 
Pepsi then you definitely aren’t counting 
how many calories you’re having.
Pepsi and Coke have pretty much the 
same ingredients, which leads people to 
think that they taste the same. Anyone . 
with a pallet could tell that they taste 
different and that Pepsi is better.
Another thing that I need in my bever- 
ee jeli^^onsIuD is a strong bond of frust. 
Back when Coca-Cola first came out, one 
of its primary ingredients was cocaine. 
COCAINE! Why would anyone want to 
drink something that contains cocaine?
Within the first 20 years of its produc­
tion they decided it was best to take it out. 
Still, who knows what else they would put 
in their soda if they would put cocaine 
in it.
I mean, Coca-Cola literally takes the 
paint off cars. Why would you want to put 
that in your body?
In the end, Pepsi is the safe and deli­
cious way to go.
Organizations on Campus that I wish I had Found Sooner
“The Gay-Straight Alliance offers a safe, positive community of ac­
cepting individuals who work to bring positivity and awareness of 
LGBTQIA* issues to the SHUniverse, ” said junior and president,
Rachel Zacharczyk.
“Commuter Council aims to make commuters feel like they are just as im­
portant to the Sacred Heart community as residents are. Commuter Council 
provides an outlet for students to meet other commuters and plan events 
on campus that they can enjoy and partake in!” said junior and president, 
Heena Damania.
“The transition mentor program was established to make sure that every 
freshmen had an easier transition into college life, and that they have a 
meaningful connection with an upperclassman. We can help whatever 
problem a student may have, whether it’s by talking things out, or pointing 
them in the right direction. Our hope is to make a difference!” said program 
chair, Nick Patino.
“Student Alumni Association provides students with a phenomenal 
opportunity to network with alumni and meet new people, while welcoming 
them back to the place they called home,” said Michael Capute.
“La Hispanidad is one of the oldest clubs on campus and in this past year it has grown to something beautiful. Our mission as the Latin 
American Club on campus is to bring awareness to the beauty of our Hispanic culture with events that showcase our food, history, and dance 
moves. However, what I believe sets us apart from other organizations is our welcoming mindsets. I am grateful for this club because it h~' 
brought together incredible people from all different cultures and ethnicities. We encourage everyone to be proud and to share their 
junior and co-president, Manuela Contreras.
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Students and Faculty React to August Trump Rally
Held on Campus
BY JENNA BILLINGS
Public Relations Manager
In the midst of what is arguably the most controversial election in history. Sacred Heart 
University students and faculty got a closer look at the fanfare surrounding general elec­
tion campaigns this summer when the university hosted a campaign rally for Republican 
presidential candidate Donald Trump.
When Trump took the stage in the William H. Pitt Center on Saturday, Aug. 13, he 
spoke to over 5,000 attendees about a variety of topics, including the Secretary Hillary 
Clinton email scandal, immigration, and General Electric’s (GE) headquarters relocation 
from Fairfield, Corm. to Boston, Mass. He named unreasonably high taxes as the reason 
for GE’s move.
“General Electric: one of the great, great monster great companies. You lost it, so you 
have got to vote for Trump. You’ve got to vote for Trump as a signal to your incompetent 
governor that you’re not going to take it anymore,” said Trump.
Political analysts have defined Connecticut as a Democratic state, as it has voted blue 
in every presidential election since 1988, thus making it a surprising location for Trump to 
speak.
Regardless of the reason for his visit, Donald Trump caused a stir amongst university 
members and sparked a larger conversation about whether or not the university should 
have allowed the rally to occur.
Social media posts authored by students, administration, and faculty expressed concerns 
about some of Trump’s language and positions on issues, particularly foreign policy and 
immigration, and how they might offend students. One such post was published on Face- 
book by Communications and Media Arts professor Greg Golda, and shared by dozens of 
students.
“As an educator here I welcome and encourage all points of view in my classes as we 
examine the workings of the mass media. I draw the line at hate-filled speech,” said Golda 
in his post. “I’m hoping my administration will carry that ethic to the university level in 
re-examining this decision.”
Some defended Sacred Heart’s decision to allow Trump to speak on campus property in 
non-political terms.
rally. “Whether or not you believe in Trump’s policies, it is always a good thing to have a 
well-attended event that will be covered by the media on campus-it definitely boosted our 
school’s national name recognition.”
President John Petillo took to his blog following the event when addressing criticisms 
from alumni, students, residents, and faculty.
EVAN VUCCI/AP PHOTO
REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE DONALD TRUMP SPEAKS DURING A CAMPAIGN RALLY AT 
SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY, SATURDAY, AUG. 13,2016, IN FAIRFIELD, CONN.
“Mr. Trump would not be the first controversial person—^nor will he be the last—^to 
speak at our University, whether by design or circumstance,” said Petillo.
“As a liberal arts institution, these opportunities provide our students and many diverse 
audiences the opportunity to assess the facts, observe the actions and measure a speaker’s 
words. With this first-hand knowledge, we are then better prepared to debate and deter­
mine for ourselves a person’s viability, legitimacy and competence. It is a vital step in the 
democratic process,” said Petillo.
Petillo also addressed the fact that Sacred Heart has now hosted two Republican
presidential hopefuls, having hosted Ohio Governor John Kasich this past March. 
.“Since Mr. Tcurop’s visit, we have reached out to the Democratic, Green and Libertari­
an Party campaigns to make it clear to all what our longstanding practice has been and to 
let them know that our facilities are available to them in the same way they were open to 
the Trump campaign,” he said.
The Calm Before the
BY ANTHONY MAHARIELLO
Asst. Perspectives Editor
PHOTO COURTESY OF ANDREW MILLER
FRESHMEN, EVE PAPA WORKING ON HER MEDIA SKILLS 
DURING THE PRE-FALL PROGRAM LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
The summertime gives students an opportunity to kick 
back and enjoy some sun.
However, some students choose to cut their sununer 
short to fulfill their obligations to various Sacred Heart 
University programs.
Whether it is being an Orientation Leader, participating 
in a sport, working to make some money, many 
students move into their dorms and off-campus houses 
during the beginning of August.
Since there were a pretty decent number of students on 
campus, they each have different feelings toward moving 
in early.
Some students think that since you don’t have to worry 
about class during a pre-fall program that you would have 
lots of free time. In reality, that would completely depend 
on what you were here for.
Some students were able to find free time in their 
schedules.
“I had a couple of practices during the early part of the 
day, but after that I had the rest to do as a I pleased,” said 
senior Andrew Kalach.
Other students found it extremely diflficult to have time 
to themselves.
“I had very rare free time because during the resident 
success assistant training there is very little free time, 
and the free time you do have between training sessions 
were spent with your staff making sure that everything is 
completed for opening as well as bonding as a staff,” said 
junior Jenna Rothermel.
Sacred Heart is known to offer plenty of things for 
students to do on campus in their free time. Although in 
pre-fall, only some students found fiin things to do on 
campus, while other students felt that the school didn’t 
have enough to offer.
“Sacred Heart had many things on campus to occupy 
my time,” said Rothermel. “I went to a few soccer scrim­
mages and I was able to attend the band preview show.”
However, some students were upset about some of ftie 
dining options.
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Storm
“Sacred Heart didn’t have all of their facilities open 
during pre-fall which really bothered me,” said senior 
Christopher Kenedy. “Since Linda’s was closed, I was 
forced to eat at 63’s everyday. Plus Reds was closed, so it 
was kind of hard to enjoy myself.”
Having not that many people on campus also means 
students do not have a problem with parking.
“Parking at Christian Witness Commons was a delight,” 
said Rothermel. “There were ample amounts of parking 
spots, so I pretty much had free reign.”
Another perk of moving in early was the fact that the 
school generally looked a lot cleaner.
“Walking around campus you could tell that the school 
was cleaner. Plus the lack of students on campus made 
it easier to just sit down anywhere and get some work 
done,” said Kenedy.
Moving in before everyone else gave students a chance 
to get a head start on the school year too.
“Since I was moved in a week before everyone else, I 
was able to get acclimated and not have to worry about 
that while getting ready for class,” said sophomore Bryan 
Brown.
Overall, pre-fall is a chance for students to get a head 
start on their school year before the waves of students 
come in the weekend before the first Monday of the 
academic year.
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Transitioning Freshman Into Pioneers
BYGABRIELUNUTILE
Features Editor & Co-Copy Editor
Are you a freshman that is feeling homesick, nervous or just want to know where to 
sign up for clubs? Transition Mentors is a new program that is provided by Sacred Heart 
University to assist freshman in any way that they may need.
Denise Tiberio, Associate Dean of Students, launched the program with the idea of 
making sure that freshman have the best resources available to them. The Transition 
Mentors are there to be the freshmen’s guide to help navigate their way through their own 
transitional process from living home to being on their own.
Some of the freshman found that their Transition Mentor has been very helpful with her 
adjustment.
“I love my house, my family, my dog and I just miss them a lot, but my Transition 
Mentor has been very helpful. She gave me the advice to stay Labor Day weekend and to 
go home Columbus Day weekend because it will help with me being more adjusted and 
comfortable with the school,” said freshman Alexandra Loukeris.
Transition Mentors are Sacred Heart student’s who were Orientation Leaders this past 
June and are continuing their role into the school year.
“For the past 18 years, most of these students have been used to the same environment 
and routine, most importantly being surrounded by family. Then one day they are dropped 
off to school and are now completely left to do everything on their own for the first time,” 
said senior Orientation Leader Alexa Cozzarelli.
The Transition Mentor’s office is across from the school’s dining hall, 63’s, where the 
radio station for Sacred Heart used to be located. While the Transition Mentors are only 
required to be in the office for two hours a week the first eight weeks, the freshman are
still encouraged to contact their mentor for anything via email or text.
“I like having my Transition Mentor because she is very helpful and texts us letting 
us know when events are going on, pushing us to go to them,” said fiieshman Madelyn 
Bradway
Tiberio mentioned that “the goal of this program is two-tiered, the first being to make 
this transition as seamless as possible and the second being that the university gives them 
the best opportunities available.” ^
Overall, Tiberio said that the ultimate goal of this program is to make sure that the stu­
dents who decide to come to Sacred Heart have made the right choice. The importance of 
ensuring the student’s expectations are met during the run of the program’s eight weeks in 
the begirming of the academic year, as they are vital to molding freshman’s thoughts and 
experiences with the school.
The Transition Mentor program had been a thought after last year’s freshman orienta­
tion. Past Orientation Leaders at Sacred Heart have also been pushing for this program 
to happen and Tiberio recognized that there was a need for this, as she finally put it into 
place this year.
“I really wish this was something that I had as a freshman,” said Cozzarelli. “There 
were a lot of silly little questions that I had and wish I could have had someone to ask 
really quickly. I truly believe that this program will be such a huge success, considering 
every single transition mentor on staff shares the same love for wanting to help people like 
I do.”
Food Review: MILKCRAFT
Is The Ice Cream Really Worth The Wait or the Instagram?
BY THOMAS PETICCA
Asst. Features Editor
One of the biggest trends in the Fairfield area at the start of this school year has proved 
to be MILKCRAFT.
MILKCRAFT is an artisanal ice cream shop located on Post road in Fairfield. In other 
words it’s a fancy ice cream place with hand made ice cream.
They offer a variety of untraditional ice creams flavors, which infuse things like cereal, 
marshmallows and even bacon into the ice cream, couple that with their famous bub­
ble cone and it’s an exciting look. This not only makes for a good ice cream cone, but a 
fantastic Instagram picture. If you haven’t seen an Instagram picture of MILKCRAFT ice 
cream posted with the quote wall behind it, then you have been living under a rock.
After about a 15 minute drive from campus, we arrived at MILKCRAFT. When you 
first walk into MILKCRAFT, it immediately has a much different vibe than your typical 
ice cream parlor. There is loud music playing and the menu is far from your normal ice 
cream menu.
The atmosphere is a chill one as it has low hanging light bulbs and their infamous quote 
wall that lies on the opposite side of the ordering line. The wall consists of funky, mod­
em writing, as well as having some very cool drawings and pictures on it too. They also 
promote their Instagram, Facebook and Twitter accounts on it. MILKCRAFT definitely 
achieves their goal of grabbing their customer’s attention with it.
They don’t have your standard vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry flavors in a cone or 
a cup. Instead, the menu is full of fancy names with descriptions underneath each one.
For example, one of the options is the S’mores Campfire. This particular ice cream flavor 
combination consists of dark chocolate ice cream with crushed up graham crackers, 
topped with a roasted marshmallow.
While you can get your ice cream in a cup, they are known for their famous bubble 
cones, which is essentially a thin waffle rolled up into a cone.
Once you have placed your order, be prepared to wait. The ice cream is made in front of 
you, which ends up taking a while. I waited 30 minutes just to get my ice cream. For me, 
personally, that is way too long. When I get ice cream I want it fast, which is not the case 
at MILKCRAFT. I could probably finish two standard ice cream cones in the time it took 
for me just to get my ice cream from MILKCRAFT.
The most appealing part of MILKCRAFT is that their ice cream is made from nitrogen. 
Do not ask me how that works, you’d have to ask a scientist. Maybe the ice cream takes 
longer to make because they use nitrogen, but you still have to pay the price of waiting 20 
to 30 minutes for your ice cream cone. That 20-30 minutes was at a non-crowded point 
too, I think there were maybe two people in front of me.
In terms of pricing, the standard bubble cone costs just under $9. This is not including 
extra toppings. For $9 cone and upwards of a 30 minute wait, I was praying that the ice
cream I got was some grade A ice cream. The hype from social media added to my high 
expectations as well.
I ended up ordering their milk and cereal ice cream in a bubble cone. It was basically 
vanilla ice cream with fruit loops on it. The actual ice cream was delicious, as it should 
be for the price I had to pay. The bubble cone, while making things messy, was especially 
tasty. For as good as the ice cream was, it was hard to finish. It is very messy, and despite 
the bubble cone being delicious, is not a very practical way to eat ice cream because of 
how floppy it is.
MILKCRAFT also has a great outdoor patio area with fun furniture that you can sit at 
with all your friends while you eat your fancy ice cream. They have egg shaped chairs 
and all the furniture is brightly colored making it a very warm and happy place to hang 
around.
Overall, I would say MILKCRAFT is a good, different paced ice cream place that 
should definitely be tried, but will never replace your regular go to ice cream parlor.
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Freshman Class Parades Into 2020
BY CHRISTIAN COLON
Co-Copy Editor
On Sept. 3, Sacred Heart University’s student government board hosted its first Pioneer 
Penny Parade for the class of 2020.
Over 200 students firom the incoming fi^shmen class lined up in fi-ont of Seton and 
Merton Hall and paraded to the university fountain, located at the Ryan Matura library. 
They tossed a penny into the water, making a wish, as they got ready to begin their first ' 
week as undergraduate students.
“Being surrounded by the Sacred Heart community, and having them cheer us on, was 
definitely an awesome surprise. As I flicked my peimy into the fountain, not only did I 
feel welcomed, but I felt at home,” said fi^shman Christopher Quigley.
A variety of clubs and organizations made a pathway in the quad, while the fi-eshman 
class paraded through it. One of the groups participating in the event were current orienta­
tion leaders. Sophomore Madeline O’Shaughnessy was one of the leaders that attended.
“As a sophomore watching the freshman walk the penny parade made me realize how 
fast time really does fly here. It made me reflect upon the fact that a year can make such a 
great difference in your life because between then and now I have gotten more involved 
than I ever could have imagined myself to be and made fHendships of a lifetime,” said 
O’Shaugnessy.
Addison Chau, student body president, was the creator of the Pioneer Permy Parade. 
During the summer, he thought of ideas for the incoming class that were less along the 
lines of an event and more along the lines of a campus tradition.
“I think traditions are an important part of a student’s experience at Sacred Heart. 
Whether it is attending the President’s Gala, to wearing your SHUperfan shirt to athletic 
games, we need to continue to build traditions that will create lasting memories,” said 
Associate Dean of Students, Denise Tiberio. “The Penny Parade is definitely something I 
can see becoming a tradition at SHU.”
Although the parade was a brand new project for student government, this year’s goal 
is to bring back some of the old events held over the past 53 years. Chau said that he spent 
his summer researching all of the information from prior student government’s boards, 
dating back to the 1990s.
“I went through every single piece of information and found a lot of great ideas that 
kind of just faded away over the years. So this year I’m not really trying to start anything 
new, but just bring to light all of the old foundations we used to have and implement them 
into campus again,” said Chau. “Not really an ‘in with the new out with the old’ attitade,"^“
MARK F. CONRAD/SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
FRESHMEN WERE GIVEN PENNIES TO THROW INTO THE FOUNTAIN WISHING THEM LUCK FOR THE 
NEXT FOUR YEARS
but an attitude of looking back and going back to basics.”
Just like the Pioneer Permy Parade, the Student Ambassador program at Sacred Heart is 
also begirming to implement new traditions. This program focuses on giving tours of the 
campus to prospective students by incorporating the famous mascot. Big Red. At the end 
of each tour, they have each applicant in their group rub the top of Big Red’s head, which 
is seated in fixjnt of the William Pitt Center, as a symbol of luck.
“I would hope the parade turns into a tradition. It’s something so simple, yet meaning­
ful,” said Quigley. “Throwing the permy not only wishes us good fortune, but it symboliz­
es us as one family.”
WSHU partners with SCMA
BY NATALIE CIOFFARI
Editor-In-Chief
Do you know the white house placed right in the middle of the North parking lot? Well, 
did you also know that it used to house WSHU, 91.1?
WSHU is one of the top national public radio stations, having nearly 300,000 listeners 
a week from Long Island, Hudson Valley, and Cormecticut. They focus on transportation, 
the environment, the economy, education, and then the way they all kind of intersect with 
politics.
They also have one of the largest newsrooms in the region.
Now, that little white house in the North parking lot is partnering with Sacred Heart 
University’s School of Communication and Media Arts.
“I always knew of WSHU as a radio station, yet I had no idea that that Sacred Heart 
was starting a partnership with them,” said senior Laura Vero.
The exact details and the discussion of the partnership are still underway and evolving.
However, WSHU is immediately opening two internships to the media and production 
students: photography and videography.
With these two internships, there is hope that WSHU will not only have the article 
content, but the visual content as well.
“With photo and video, our stories can really reach more people,” said News Director 
Dan Katz. “Basically what we are looking to do is be able to interactive with the 
community better, and have stuff that’s accessible to more people.”
Students will have the opportxmity to work directly with WSHU, creating content and 
producing projects that reach out to their thousands of listeners in many areas.
“We do cover a lot of local issues, but there has to be some meat to it,” said Katz.
“It can’t be something that only the people living immediately around the area can be
interested in, and that’s a strength of ours.”
Essentially, Sacred Heart University’s media students will be responsible for the visuals 
with WSHU. Sacred Heart has the state-of-the-art studios, and WSHU has the national 
accredited radio station.
“It’s really taking advantage of the resources that are right in our backyard,” said Katz. 
“It’s something we have done on the smaller scale in the past. I think that has been years 
in the making, and I think both sides knew this would be a good paitnership.”
Professors at Sacred Heart are thrilled to be working with a radio station so close to our 
university.
“WSHU already provides the best news coverage to the listening the audience in 
Connecticut and Long Island,” said Coordinator of News and Broadcasting professor Joe 
Alicastro. “The station will be creating a news bureau right here in the Martire Business 
and Communication Center.
There is also a possibility of WSHU and the School of Communications and Media 
Arts to work together on a number of projects, including a potential debate this fall for 
this election season.
“WSHU and the media department are going to do so much content wise,” said Vero. “I 
am so excited to see how the company grows with the media students.”
WSHU also hopes to expand opportunities to graduate students, opening up two paid 
graduate positions sometime in 2017.
“The school has an amazing faculty, great students, and tremendous facilities - so you 
combine the two together, and you’ve got yourself a quality news organization,” said 
Katz.
If any students in the School of Communication and Media Arts are interested in either 
internship or the program itself, they are encouraged to email Dan Katz at dkatz@wshu. 
org
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eart Celebrates The Sixth Annual 
President’s Gala
A night of fun, food, dancing and bow ties
MARK F. CONRAD/ SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS ENJOYING THE COMPANY OF THEIR FRIENDS AND FELLOW PEERS FOR THE ANNUAL PRESIDENTS GALA
BY JULIANNA MAURIELLO
Arts & Entertainment Editor
On Friday, Sept. 9, Dr. John J. Petillo of Sacred Heart 
University hosted his sixth annual President’s Gala.
This event originated back in 2010 to celebrate the 
inauguration of our university president. Dr. Petillo. The 
first President’s Gala was such a success that the gala has 
now become an annual event.
“It was the first time I’ve gone, so I didn’t know what to 
expect, but it was such a fim event that I definitely regret 
not going the past two years,” said junior Baylee Kelly.
Upon entrance to the gala, students were greeted by 
president Petillo himself with a firm handshake and if you 
were wearing his signature bowtie, a picture. Students 
gathered in crowds before entering the event just to take 
the famous Petillo selfie.
The gala served hors d’oeuvres, hired a live DJ, and 
included a cash bar area for students 21 and over.
It is often the first chance that students have to reunite 
with friends and classmates after moving back in for the 
start of the academic year.
“It was great seeing the Sacred Heart community come 
together to celebrate the beginning of the new school 
year,” said sophomore Danny Elia. “The energy in the 
room was electric.”
Students united through dancing and singing to current 
popular songs such as “Closer” by The Chainsmokers 
and throwbacks such as “Stacy’s Mom” by Fountains of
However, some students found this year’s gala to be 
more nostalgic than others.
“There is no better way to start off senior year than at 
the gala,” said senior class president, Teresa Fletcher. “This 
year may be our last year, but the event just goes to show 
it will be a great one because home really is where the 
[Sacred] heart is.”
Throughout the event, president Petillo and faculty 
walked throughout the tent and mingled with students.
Not only is the President’s Gala an event for students to 
reunite, but it is an event to gather community as a whole.
The event took place fi'om 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in a tent
pitched outside the William H. Pitt Center with a record 
number of students in attendance from start to finish.
“The event was so crowded, it was as if the whole 
school was having fim under that one tent,” said junior 
Manuela Contreras.
Though the tent space was large enough to cover the 
grounds of a parking lot, still the entire student body could 
not fit in. The event had a waitlist for student entry that 
was three pages long.
“This year we reached our maximum capacity on the 
event. I think that really goes to show how popular the gala 
has become at Sacred Heart and just how much adoration 
Dr. Petillo has for all the students for him to continue 
hosting something like this,” said student body president, 
Addison Chau.
Don’t “Doubt” The Little Theatre’s newest production
BY JORDAN NORKUS
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor
Sacred Heart University’s Theatre Arts Program is bringing John Patrick Shanley’s 
award winning parable, “Doubt,” to the Little Theatre stage.
Taking place in 1964, “Doubt” revolves around a nun’s unfounded suspicions against a 
priest’s relationship with a child.
“The show is about those who live with doubt and uncertainty,” said junior Patrick 
Robinson, who plays Father Flynn in the production. “It’s about brave women who fight 
oppressors and chase the truth.”
“Doubt” is also well known for its film adaptation, starring Meryl Streep, Philip 
Seymour Hoffinan, Amy Adams and Viola Davis.
“The play is similar to the film because John Patrick Shanley, who wrote the play, also 
adapted it for the screen and directed it,” said Robinson. “He kept a lot of the values and 
dialogue in the transition into the film.”
Members of the production shared what they like about the play.
“This show really gets you thinking about the situations in the plot,” said junior 
Stachakay Silvera, who plays Mrs. Muller in the production. “I like this about the show 
because it keeps you on your toes for what happens next.”
Being the first production in the Theatre Arts Program’s lineup for the school year, 
“Doubt” cast and crew members did not have much time to put the show together.
“The process has been exhausting,” said Robinson. “There are only two and a half 
weeks of rehearsal before the show goes up so it has been nonstop since casting.”
However, the cast and crew are excited about the process of putting the show together 
and have learned much from the experience.
“The rehearsal process is a lot of fim,” said junior Christopher Faccenda, who is the 
assistant director of the production. “Our director, Leo Carusone, really creates a great 
learning environment as soon as you walk into the Little Theatre.”
Faccenda also shared what he enjoys most about coming to the rehearsals.
“My favorite part is watching the actors perform. They make it so real and powerful,” 
said Faccenda. “Everyday they come in fully prepared and ready to go. They’ve put a lot 
of work into this show and you can definitely see that.”
With the show right around the comer, the cast and crew members cannot wait for 
“Doubt” to be put up in front of an audience.
“I can’t wait for the show to begin,” said Silvera. “We have such a talented cast and 
crew and the audience will love it.”
Those involved with the production want the audience to walk away asking a lot of 
questions.
“The play lives and breathes right in front of you and it serves as an unforgettable 
experience,” said Robinson. “The audience should expect to have doubts.”
“Doubt” opens on Thursday, Sept. 22 at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre. Additional 
performances will be held Friday, Sept. 23 through Sunday, Sept. 25 and Thursday, Sept. 
29 through Sunday, Oct. 02. Friday and Saturday night showings begin at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday matinees are at 3 p.m.
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Sacred Heart Senior Performs at Carnegie Hall
BY JORDAN NORKUS
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor
On Tuesday, July 12, senior Lauren Lichac made her 
debut on the Carnegie Hall stage.
In honor of the film “Florence Foster Jenkins,” 
Paramount Pictures wanted to give three individuals a 
chance to perform at the renowned concert venue.
Two-time Tony nominee and hostess of the event,
Laura Osnes, announced the event on Twitter. To 
enter, aspiring performers had to reply to her post with 
#MyCamegieMoment.
“I responded to her tweet and attached two video links,” 
said Lichac. “One was my music video for ‘O Holy Night,’ 
and the other was a video from my performance of ‘Green 
Finch and Linnet Bird’ from Sacred Heart’s production of 
‘Sweeney Todd.’A few days later, she mentioned the three 
winners in another tweet, and I was one of them.”
After Lichac discovered that she was selected as one of 
the three winners, it was time for her to decide which song 
she wanted to perform for her Carnegie moment.
“The day I found out, I ran to my voice teacher, Fran 
Meath, so we could go through my repertoire and choose 
the best song,” said Lichac. “Because I’ve played the 
role of Johaima in ‘Sweeney Todd,’ I was especially 
comfortable with ‘Green Finch and Linnet Bird.’ It’s a 
gorgeous song, and fits very nicely in my voice while 
making good use of my coloratura soprano range. I thought 
it was the perfect choice.”
If chosen, the event requirements for the winners 
were to prepare a song of their choice, provide their own 
transportation, and to dress for success.
Then it was time for Lichac to officially make her debut, 
on the Carnegie Hall stage.
“I couldn’t believe it was actually happening—it felt 
too good to be true. To have stepped and performed on the 
same stage as stars such as Julie Andrews, Kelli O’Hara, 
and Laura, herself, was such an honor,” said Lichac. “This 
unbelievable experience really went above and beyond my 
expectations.
Not only did the wirmers get to perform at Carnegie 
Hall, but they also received the opportunity to be
individually coached by Osnes before the performance.
“We met her in the rehearsal room and each ran through 
our song in front of her so she could give us her input,” 
said Lichac. “She’s such a talented, beautiful, genuinely 
kind person, and she definitely helped me to feel very 
relaxed and comfortable before going out to perform on 
such an iconic stage.”
Lichac had the experience of a lifetime after a one- 
on-one coaching session with Osnes, a performance at 
Carnegie Hall and being filmed by Paramount Pictures.
She was also interviewed, photographed and featured on 
PlayBill, Broadway World, TheaterMania and Broadway 
Style Guide.
“I’ve honestly learned that anything’s really possible 
and that it’s very important to never give up on what you 
care about most, despite the odds,” said Lichac. “Singing 
is my escape, my craft, and my passion. I’m more than 
thrilled to have had the opportunity to share my voice, 
which I continuously work so hard to perfect, on a world- . 
renowned stage. It was a day I will surely never forget.”
A Netflix original: “Stranger Things” review
Warning: contains spoilers
ERIC CHARBONNEAU/AP PHOTO
CALEB MCLAUGHLIN, NOAH SCHNAPP, MILLIE BROWN, GATEN MATARAZZO SEEN AT THE RED CARPET PREMIERE IN SUPPORT OF 
THE LAUNCH OF THE NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES “STRANGER THINGS” AT MACK SENNEH STUDIOS ON MONDAY, JULY 11,2016, IN 
LOS ANGELES, CA.
BY JESSICA CHALOUX
Managaing Editor
Netflix-original dramas have been taking over the 
entertainment world giving television shows a run for their 
money. Most recently on July 15, Netflix released their 
■newT>riginaf5ertes“‘Stra«gerTlTtiipr“>^!fetrKasbeelT*^^ 
rapidly growing in popularity, and for a good reason.
This science-fiction thriller takes place in Hawkins, 
Indiana in 1983 and follows the mysterious disappearance 
of 12 year-old Will Byers. Will and his best friends Mike, 
Lucas and Dustin were into science and fantasy games 
such as Dungeons and Dragons. Their games, however, 
quickly became reality, when Will disappears. While 
looking for Will, little did they know that they would end 
up finding something and someone who would change 
everything they thought they knew about the world.
Award winning actress Winona Ryder stars in the role of 
Will’s mother, Joyce Byers, who frantically tries searching 
for her son in some places that spark questions over her 
sanity, especially to Chief Jim Hopper. She starts to see 
signals from electricity, namely lights, that make her 
believe Will is trying to communicate to her.
Not only was Joyce experiencing these paranormal 
activities, but Mike and his friends had also found a 
telekinetic girl in the woods named Eleven at the same 
time Will went missing.
Later we find that a monster has been attacking 
people in Hawkins, which is known to the kids as the 
Demogorgon. The creature was released from a parallel 
universe that is present in the show known as “The Upside 
Down.”
Going into watching this show, there was high 
expectations. Many of the Sacred Heart community had 
been raving about how addicting the season was. Stranger 
Things does step into the horror science fiction category, 
however, for those of you who are hesitant at first, giye it a 
chance.
There are eight episodes in the first season, which are 
directed by Matt and Ross Duffer. The season flew, and it 
is easy to finish the 55-minute episodes within two nights.
The parallel universe that is present in the show known 
as “The Upside Down” is created to perfection. The special 
effects created the real world in a 180 flip to darkness, 
covered in paranormal slime and tar. Aesthetically the 
director did an amazing job of creating both worlds and 
making them clear enough to the audience to tell which 
world was which.
As well as the Upside Down, the Demogorgon’s CGI 
work is unbelievable. The monster is bone chilling and 
can visually be seen as a tip of the hat to the movie Alien, 
directed by Ridley Scott.
In Alien, the monster is faceless with a sleek black 
skeletal like figure and is able execute a retractable 
mouthpiece. The configuration of the Demogorgon 
resembles a very similar figure.
Another motif that can be linked to Stranger Things is a 
connection to another classic science fiction film, E.T. the 
Extra-Terrestrial, directed by Stephen Spielberg. Themes 
that are carried over can be seen when realizing that E.T. 
was taken in by a child and stashed in his house, similar 
to how Mike did when they found Eleven in the woods. 
There are a few more motifs that the Duffer’s were able to 
pay homage to in the series, which is exciting to be able to 
notice while watching.
This series was also a refreshing change to the new style 
of filming. The simple nature of the camera angles and cuts 
made the show flow well and easy to follow. The show 
kind of followed an older style of filmmaking and focused 
more on the plot line rather than making things complex, 
especially because there was a complex world under the 
surface.
If you haven’t had a chance to check out this amazing 
series you should definitely take a few hours out of 
studying to do so. It will take your mind off of the stress of 
school and instead have you counting down the days until 
season two is released in 2017.
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Fast Start, High Expectations 
For Pioneer Football
BY SHAWN SAILER
Co-Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart University Pioneers football team 
got their 2016 season off to a good start. They came from 
behind to defeat Stetson 18-14 on the road on Sept. 3 in the 
season opener.
The Pioneers are led offensively by fifth-year quarter­
back RJ Noel, who was 16-34 for 172 yards and two touch­
downs in the win. In addition to Noel, senior running back, 
Ose Imeokparia, had a big game on the ground. He had 13 
rushes for 112 yards and a touchdown. The touchdown was 
the eventual game-winner. The Pioneers, who trailed at 
halftime 14-6, outscored the Hatters 8-0 in the second half, 
stepped up in a big way.
“Coach gave us a speech at halftime and the defense 
turned up [in the second half],” said Imeokparia.
Defensively, senior Kevin Barry had a career-high 13 
tackles and an important sack, forced fumble and fumble 
recovery late in the game. The Pioneer defense allowed 
only 295 total yards, while their offense put up 399 total 
yards.
Barry felt as though the team was much more comfort­
able in the second half.
“There were a lot of pre-game jitters before. There were 
a lot of guys playing in their first game,” said Barry. “Once 
we settled in, in the second half, I think we were good to 
go finm there.”
For their efforts against Stetson, Imeokparia and Barry 
were named defensive and offensive Northeast Conference 
(NEC), respectively.
Imeokparia credited those around him for allowing him 
to have the big game and win the award.
“It’s all because of the offensive line and the receivers.
If it wasn’t for them, it wouldn’t be possible for me to do 
what I do back there.”
Despite the win, there was work to do during the week 
between games.
“We tried to get into the playbook and tightened up on 
things we messed up,” said Imeokparia
Sacred Heart went 6-5 a year ago, 3-3 in the NEC. 
Despite the wiiming record, the Pioneers failed to make 
the Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) playoffs. 
The two prior seasons. Sacred Heart won the NEC Cham­
pionship. They have their goals set on getting back to the 
postseason this year.
“The biggest thing for us is remaining healthy,” said 
Barry.
In their second game of the season on Sept. 10, the
Pioneers hosted Valparaso on Campus Field for the home 
opener. The team honored first responders a day before the 
fifteenth anniversary of the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 
2001 by wearing special red, white and blue helmets.
Sacred Heart came away with a 41-14 victory to improve 
to 2-0 on the early season. Noel threw for 210 yards and 
two touchdowns as well as ran for a touchdown. Sopho­
more running back Jordan Meachum carried the ball 19 
times for 99 yards and one touchdown. Imeokparia added a 
touchdown run as well.
Next up, on Saturday, Sept. 17, the Pioneers will host the 
Marist Red Foxes at 5 p.m. The season finale and senior 
day will take place on Nov. 19 against the Bryant Bulldogs. 
The Pioneers will play seven games in between those.
Their entire schedule can be found on the Sacred Heart 
Athletic website, sacredheartpioneers.com.
The Pioneers are looking forward to an exciting season 
ahead both on and off the field.
“I’m looking forward to being with my brothers,” said 
Imeokparia. “This is family. I am looking forward to going 
to practice with them [teammates] and having games on 
the weekends is what I am looking forward to.”
Tim Tebow agrees to $100,000 bonus
to sign with Mets
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHRIS CARLSON/AP PHOTO
TIM TEBOW GOES FROM END ZONE TO DIAMOND, SIGNING WITH 
THE NEW YORK METS
NEW YORK (AP) — Having flopped with the New 
York Jets, Tim Tebow will try to revive his career as an 
outfielder with the Mets.
Four years removed from his last regular-season snap 
as an NFL quarterback, the 29-year-old agreed Thursday 
to a minor league contract with the Mets that includes a 
$100,000 signing bonus.
He will report Sept. 18 to the Instructional League in 
Port St. Lucie, Florida, and test his baseball skills for three 
weeks against players just months removed from high 
school and college.
The Mets will then decide whether he goes to the Arizo­
na Fall League, a winter league or gets personal tutoring to 
prepare for spring training.
Bo Jackson, Deion Sanders and Brian Jordan are the 
only significant players to have extensive careers in both 
Major League Baseball and the NFL during the past three 
decades.
“We don’t have to listen to what everybody else wants
us to do with our lives,” Tebow said during a telephone 
conference call. “We get to do what we want.”
Tebow will be allowed to leave the instructional league 
for his job as an analyst for the SEC Network, then return.
“I’m not worried about it, practically speaking,” Mets 
general manager Sandy Alderson said. “Perception is 
something different.”
The amount of Tebow’s signing bonus — the maximum 
before the Mets could incur a tax under baseball’s labor 
contract — was obtained by The Associated Press from a 
person familiar with the deal who spoke on condition of 
anonymity because the figure was not announced.
“We’re mindful of the fact that at age 29 Tim is starting 
this endeavor and there is a certain amount of realism that 
we have to accept,” Alderson said.
Asked last month whether the Mets were interested, 
Alderson responded: “Are you insinuating we need a Hail 
Mary at this point?”
. But he changed his mind after Tebow worked out for 
scouts on Aug. 30.
“While I and the organization I think are mindful of the 
novel nature of this situation, this decision was strictly 
driven by baseball,” Alderson said.
“This was not something that was driven by marketing 
considerations or anything of the sort. We are extremely 
intrigued with the potential that Tim has. He has demon­
strated over his athletic career that he is a tremendous 
athlete, has great character, a competitive spirit. And aside 
from the age, this is a classic player development opportu­
nity for us.”
Tebow won the 2007 Heisman Trophy at Florida and 
played for the Gators’ 2006 and 2008 national champion­
ship teams. Denver selected him with the 25th pick in the 
2010 draft and he signed a contract with the Broncos that 
guaranteed $8.7 million over five years.
Known for his Christian faith, kneeling and praying, 
Tebow became the Broncos’ starter late in the 2010 season, 
held the job for much of 2011, then was traded to the Jets. 
He was a backup for 2012, was released and later was let 
go during preseason by New England in 2013 and Phila­
delphia in 2015.
“I believe Tim has a big heart and he’s a good person,” 
said former Broncos teammate Eric Decker, who’s now 
with the Jets. “He’s such a competitor that this is an outlet - 
for him. But from the outside, 1 can see how it looks as a 
publicity stunt.”
Tebow hasn’t played baseball regularly since his junior 
year at Nease High School in Ponte Vedra, Florida, where 
he hit .494 and was all-county as a senior. Tebow thought 
outfield and first base were his most likely positions.
“I would consider success giving everything I have,” 
Tebow said. “I would consider success putting in the work 
and looking back on this opportunity and this journey 10, 
15, 20 years from now and saying that I gave everything I 
had, I did everything I could do to be the best that I could 
be. I don’t necessarily view success or failure as how many 
rings or championships or promotions you get.”
Alderson cited pitcher Seth Lugo, a 34th-round draft 
pick, and infielder T.J. Rivera, who wasn’t drafted, as ex­
amples of long shots who reached the major leagues with 
the Mets.
“The idea that any one player has no chance of making it 
to the big leagues, I reject,” he said.
Tebow is represented by CAA Baseball’s Brodie Van 
Wagenen, also the agent for Mets outfielder Yoenis Ces- 
pedes. The Cuban star can opt out of his deal and become a 
free agent after the World Series.
“This is a strictly stand-alone proposition, and there 
were no other considerations taken into account in connec­
tion with any other player,” Alderson said.
Not just the Mets will be watching Tebow’s progress.
“He’s seen a lot of live linebackers and defensive ends 
chasing him but not a lot of live pitching,” Yankees man­
ager Joe Girardi said.
“I’d be shocked if he’s not rusty, but the Mets thought 
enough of him to sign him, so I’m curious. I’m going to 
watch and pay attention to see how he does. I think it’s a 
good story.”
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Kaepernick Controversy Continues in Cohesion
BYALEXPADALINO
Co-Sports Editor
Colin Kaepernick, the current backup quarterback of the 
San Francisco 49ers, remained seated on the bench during 
the rendition of the National Anthem at the team’s opening 
preseason game on Aug. 26. Kaepemick’s reasoning stems 
from the inequality that he believes exists in America.
Following the preseason game, Kaepernick explained 
his rationale at a postgame press conference.
“I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a 
country that oppresses black people and people of color,” 
said Kaepernick.
He went on to inform the media that the platform that 
football has given him should be used to stand for ideals 
that he believes in.
“To me, this is bigger than football and it would be self­
ish on my part to look the other way,” said Kaepernick.
Kaepernick has received both support and criticism 
for his decision. Regardless of the attention his actions 
have brought him, he has achieved his goal of sparking a 
conversation.
Some students believe that Kaepemick’s stance does not 
relate to his football career.
“I think Kaepernick is doing this to make a political 
statement,” said senior Julia Cupolo.
Kaepernick started a trend of sitting or kneeling during 
the playing of the national anthem at professional sporting 
events among atheletes across the United States. Most 
recently, Megan Rapione of the Seattle Reign and the U.S. 
National Team took a knee during the rendition of the 
National'Anthem to show support for Kaepernick.
Following the match, Rapione spoke to the media about 
her decision, defending her position.
“It was a little nod to Kapemick and everything that 
he’s standing for right now,” said Rapione. “I think it’s 
actually pretty disgusting the way he was treated and the 
way that a lot of the media has covered it.,”
The story has and continues to be covered by news out­
lets throughout the country. Some believe that media bias 
has affected the public’s perspective on the story.
Sophmore, Jerry Boggs, football fan at Sacred Heart, 
feels that Kapemick’s image has been compromised.
“The story has been skewed. He’s been made out as a 
villain,” said Boggs.
Regardless of his status as a villain or hero, Kaeper- 
nick’s jersey has risen to the number one selling jersey in
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SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS QUARTERBACK COLIN KAEPERNICK HOLDS THE FOOTBALL DURING WARMUPS BEFORE A PRESEASON NFL 
FOOTBALL GAME AGAINST THE DENVER BRONCOS, SATURDAY, AUG. 20,2016, IN DENVER.
the NFL. This is a spectacular feat for a player who has 
been named a backup for the 2016-2017 season.
Kaepernick has decided to give all of the profits he re­
ceives on jersey sales to community charities. Kaepernick 
used Instagram to thanjk those who purghaaed his iersev as 
a sign of support. 'fh'e”po3^c?r^do^r56jo0(i'fikes!™*
“I want to thank everyone who has shown me love and 
support, it truly means a lot. I wasn’t expecting my jersey 
sales to jump to number one because of this, but it shows 
the people’s belief that we can achieve justice and equality 
for all,” said Kaepernick.
The National Football League has stayed fairly quiet 
on the issue, with the commissioner, Rodger Goodell re­
leasing a single statement voicing his displeasure to CBS 
Sports.
“I don’t necessarily agree with what he is doing.” We
believe very strongly in patriotism in the NFL,” said 
Goodell.
While the NFL has yet to attempt to stop Kaepernick, 
some believe punishment would take away his right to
mrnSitimimtimmtmmmmmmmm
“The NFL has to acknowledge it, but I don’t think he
should be brutally punished - just encouraged to make a 
statement in a different way,” said Cupolo.
The San Francisco 49ers play the Seattle Seahawks, a 
team that plans to take a stand of their own on Sept. 25.
Vantage Sports Finds Home Plate At Sacred Heart
BY WILLIAM CALLAHAN
Contributing Writer
In August, Frontier Communications announced the launch of the Vantage Sports Net­
work, a brand new local channel that will bring viewers coverage of local the Connecti­
cut’s youth, high school, and college sports. The network has partnered with Sacred Heart 
University and it will serve as the home of the Vantage Sports Network studio.
“This network will primarily focus on local sports here in the Connecticut area,” said 
professor Andrew Miller. “Its flagship show, which is called ‘CT Sports Now,’ will be 
every night Monday-Friday at 10:30 and it will be shot here in our studio on the Sacred 
Heart campus.”
Besides showcasing Connecticut high school sports, the network has also partnered with 
the University of Connecticut, the Bridgeport Sound Tigers, and the Connecticut Special 
Olympics Unified Games.
“Just like ESPN has SportsCenter as its flagship show, CT Sports Now will be Vantage 
Sports Network’s flagship show,” said Miller.
The show will be a half hour each night showing the residents of Connecticut highlights 
from the games of the day. The network already has local coverage planned for high 
school football games in cities such as Bridgeport, Norwalk, Fairfield, and Danbury.
This new partnership will provide college students with unique internships in gaining 
experience in the sports broadcast industry.
“There will be five undergraduate interns and five graduate interns working on the pro­
gram,” said Miller. “In addition, we have two full-time graduate assistants who are in the 
sports*communications graduate program that work on the network full-time.”
The two Graduate Assistants that will be working on the network are Franco Micheo 
and Allison Gaskins.
“I am the coordinating light producer and my main job for the network is pre-pro­
duction,” said Micheo. “I’ll be in charge of the ten field producers we have here on the 
network and I’ll be in charge of their scheduling on when, where and what sports events 
they are supposed to cover.”
“I will then receive the footage from the field producers and make any necessary edits to 
make the highlights for the show,” said Micheo.
Micheo is joined by Gaskins, who is the director on the network.
“I will be controlling the control room during the show and working on post production 
stuff,” said Gaskins. “I’ll be working with the people that are working on audio, the tele­
prompter and the graphics control room.”
“I’m here to make sure the show runs smoothly and to make sure that everyone has a 
job to do,” said Gaskins.
Sacred Heart will look to benefit from having a sports show on campus and are in good 
company geographically with NBC Sports to its south in Stamford and ESPN to its north 
in Bristol.
“Because we are right smack in the middle of well known sports industries, we have the 
opportunity to have people who work there to come to Sacred Heart to teach our stu­
dents,” said Miller.
“People like Molly Qerim from ESPN’s First Take, Paul Pabst from The Dan Patrick 
Show and Brian Thome who is a professional camera operator for the PGA Tour come 
down here and teach our students,” said Miller.
“I think it’s an amazing opportunity for Sacred Heart students because it will be a show 
that people from all across the state will be watching,” said Micheo.
Gaskins echoes Micheo’s thoughts on how great an opportunity being able to work with 
Vantage Sports is.
“It’s a great real-world experience for Sacred Heart students because you’re going to 
have opportunities here that you wouldn’t have on other networks,” said Gaskins. “Being 
a technical director for example, can take up to five to ten years on other networks but 
here you could be one right away.”
“Our goal for the show is to showcase the young athletes of Connecticut on television 
and give them an opportunity to be on TV,” said Micheo.
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PIONEERS CAME OUT ON TOP AT THEIR FIRST HOME GAME AGAINST VALPO LAST SATURDAY
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